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Val. Liii CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRI.DAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1969 TEN CENTS No. 15 
TRUSTEES TO VIEW REFORMS 
RDC Suggests Academic Council 
Voluntary Retreats Proposes Voluntary ROTC 
By J. MICHAEL DUNPHY, News Executive F.dltor By DENNIS A. REPENNING, News Managing Editor 
The Religious Development Committee met this 
week and passed a proposal by a slim 4 to 3 vote to 
make retreats voluntary for juniors and seniors. The 
proposal was initiated by Bob Ripenhoff, one of the 
two students seated on the committee. The proposal 
is now . pending deci&ion by the Board of Trustees. 
Tui lion Jumps $5 
"A tuition raise of $5.00 per credit hour for all 
undergraduate classes at Xavier University will· be 
effective as of September 1, 1969," announced Presi-
dent Paul L. O'Connor, Monday, February 17. 
This brings the rate per credit hour to $38. 00. 
The decision was made by the 
Board of Trustees "after careful 
consideration of the financial reali-
ties if operating the University in 
a rising economy." 
These are the major factors on 
which the Trustee action was 
based: 
1. "The University has no 
choice but to react to the ever-
rising "cost of living" factor in our 
economy. Each year the University 
is paying more in salaries and 
wages, for goods and services. To 
remain solvent we must have cor-
responding income to meet these 
rising costs. 
2. "Essential no n - classroom 
services such as the library, health 
center, and guidance and place-
ment have been greatly improved 
in recent years with new facilities 
and expanded program. The stu-
dents have responded by making 
greater use of these services. Costs 
for personnel and operations have 
correspondingly increased. 
3. "To provide a physical en-
vironment for the learning process 
that meets today's standards the 
University has, on a regular basis, 
been adding buildings and special-
ized equipment. This has meant 
a sharp rise in ordinary main-
tenance costs. 
4. "Xavier's financial endow-
ment, never large, is now approxi-
mately $2, 7 50, 000. The income 
from this endowment is largely 
used to support scholarships. As 
the university grows, and it is now 
at its highest level with more than 
6000 students, the relative effective-
ness of the endowment income is 
diminished. Xavier's endowment of 
contributed services of the Jesuit 
Fathers who are teachers and ad· 
ministrators is valued at approxi· 
mately $450, 000 annually and 
remains fairly constant since no 
additional Jesuit manpower can 
be assigned to the University at• 
this time." 
(Continued on page 3) 
At a special meeting on Wednesday, February 12, 
the Xavier University Academic Council proposed 
unanimously to change the present compulsory ROTC 
system to a completely voluntary program. The rec-
ommendation of Academic Council will now be for-
warded to the Board of Trustees, and according to 
Fr. O'Callagl:tan, Academic Council chairman, "will 
be voted on sometime in the next week." 
If the Board of Trustees act 
favorably to the proposal, the 
voluntary program will. be put into 
effect In September of 1969, putting 
an end to the perennial student 
outcry against compulsory ROTC. 
According to the minutes of the 
Academic Council meeting, ltcould 
not be completely ascertained If 
the overall military program would 
be able to survive. Presumably the 
Military SCience Department will 
launch a program to attract fresh-
men into the ROTC Progr~m, ,_n_d 
machinery already exists for the 
students to begin an equivalent of 
the four-year ROTC program after 
freshman year. Speaking to Aca-
demic Council priortothelrdeliber-
atlon, Colonel Dooley commented 
that he does not expect to have 
grave problems in getting at least 
the minimum of students In• the 
basic course. 
The decision of Academic Coun-
cil was based on the ROTC sub-
committee report of Dr. Cusick and 
faculty-student opinion. Academic 
C.ouncil also discussed the rationale 
behind the national trend against 
compulsory ROTC. 
Academic Council did not reach 
an agreement concerning academic 
credit that will be given to Military 
Science courses. The present con-
tract between Xavier and the De-
partment of the Anny states that 
some academic credit be given to 
ROTC courses, but a decision by 
the University will be pending 
since the Anny is at present re-
evaluating its policy on academic' 
credit. 
Concerning the facts of non-
freshman students who will not 
have their two-year, compulsory 
ROTC obligation completed by 
June, Fr. O'Callaghan explained, 
"The final decision will be made 
by the students' dean, but we hope 
to work it out in the best interest 
of the student." 
vu 
.:~ St11dent~ Honored 
According to Michael Mok, author of BIAFRA JOURNAL pub-
lished this week by Time-Lile· Books, "the most devastating weapon 
In the Nigerian arsenal Is a form. of starvation called kwashlorkor." 
Dr. Robert Ashmore, chairman tlve Literature). pie, in Region VIII (Ohio and s l d l M F 
of Graduate Scholarship Commit- The Woodrow Wilson Founda- Michigan) the numbers of Desig- U en S 0 V e 0 r 
tee, announces that seven Xavier tton 18 dedicated to fostering future natea and Honorable Memtons 
YAF 
students nominated by the faculty university teachers. yielded the followlrw statistics· 
have been declared winners in the · . ~ .... Several Xavier students are llonal Advisory Board, which al10 
national Woodrow Wilson com- Xavier students compared moat : , •I· presently fonning a chapter of includes over forty members of 
petition. Nationally, there were 11, favorably with other schools in the (Continued on page 7) · · · Young Americans for Freedom on CongreH along with many pro-
704 students nominated. Of theee competition tb1a year. For exam- the Xavier campu1. YAF la a na- feasors, journallstl, and business 
1,106 i·eceived top honors as Dea- tlonal youth organization with con- and civic leaders. 
ignatea and 1,111 received Hon- servatlve background fonned in National membership is cur-
orable Mention. 1960 under the auspices ofWilllam rently 30, ooo, with chapters and 
A list of the Designates has been F. Buckley, Jr. state organizations in all fifty 
sent to all graduate school deans On Saturday, Feb. 15, represen- ·states. Commented Bill Atkinson 
in the United States and Canada tatlvea from the Xavier chapter, In a statement" to the News, "YAF 
.with the recommendation that the including Ed Hopkins (Chair- Is an action-oriented organization 
graduate schools make fellowship man), Bob Gorin, Bill Atkinson, with a clearly articulated phlolo-
awards to these students, designa- Rob Kirkner, Tim Grlffln, Mike sophy of man and his society. We 
ted as "the beat future college tea- Setty, and Dick O'Neill, met with are concerned with the important 
chers on the continent" The grad- members of the M lam I U. and current Issues, whether tliey be on 
uate deans will receive also a list U.C. chapters at Oxford. the campus, In the local com-
of those persons who received Also In attendance were Con- munity, the nation, or of inter-
Honorable Mention classification. gressman Donald.Lukens ( R-Ohio) national significance." 
Xavier students honored as Des- and State YAF Chairman Steve The organization publishes e 
lgnates are Steven Huprich ( Psy- Mayerhofer of O.S. U. Plans were monthly magazine, has worked to 
chology), John Makowski (Clas- discussed concerning the moblliza- eliminate the radical N.S.A. from 
sics), and Edward Yokley (Chem· tlon of the student majorities at the campuses, has proposed an alter-
lstry). Honorable Mentions were respective campuses, contingent native to the draft, worked for 
awarded to James Hague (Eng- Woodrow Wilson deslgnate11 John Makowski, F.d Yokeley, and upon leftist disruptions and the hundreds of candidates for public 
111lh), Michael Henson (English), Steve Huprich, seated. Standing with Dr. Ashmore, scholarship com· violation of student rights. office, and Initiated opposition to 
Dennis Hopklnson(Mathematlcs) mlttee chairman, are honorable mentions, Mike Henson, Bill Sproat, Buckley. remains on the Ntl- buslne11ses which trade with the 
and William Sproat ( Compar~- ,.~nn111 Hopkinson, and Dick Hague. . . _ .... , ... , ... , • , , .• , .. , cnem:y. 




While students in five major universities were 
moving toward pulling their institutions down by the 
rafters over such issues as the war, beaurocratic 
education, and black studies, Xavier's Student Coun-
cil managed to evade it all and to join the fight for 
Americanism - whatever that is. 
The chief armaments in the battle are two thousand 
flag decals "to be distributed without cost to the 
undergraduate student body," at a cost of $62.00 to 
the student activities budget. 
Who can argue with Americanism? It's always 
been a wonderful cause. Americanism, and its sym-
bol, the flag, have inspired many of the noblest 
passions Americans have raised. As the framers of 
the Council proposal suggest, "It has given heart, 
hope, and strength to Americans ever since this na-
tion was born." But, they never quite get around to 
telling us what it means. 
It seems, however, that Americanism is not to be 
confused with helping Americans. The only things they 
can offer us is that ithassomethingto do with "carry-
ing the American dream forward" and with "liberty 
and justice for all, but the method they have devised 
seems to be an incantatory summary of America's 
greatness and a quizzical faith in the sacramental 
efficaciousness of the flag. We become better Americans, 
it seems, not by study of our heritage, nor by doing 
the things which may bring a greater measure of 
liberty and justice to a few of our fellow citizens, but 
by garnering the spiritual effects of having the flag 
share the car window with safety-lane, parking-permit, 
:and souvenir Coney Island stickers. · 
~ . . 
"Yes how do you vote against Americanism?'' 
asked spme of the sixteen Council members who· voted 
for the proposal. It should have been easier for more 
than two to oppose it on the terms given. Xavier 
obviously has serious lacks in these directions, and 
that there is indeed "a greater need for Americanism 
on the.Xavier campus." But then our efforts and our 
money should be directed toward creating this spirit, 
not in trying to symbolize something that isn't there. 
Council could have found a more imaginative use for 
our money. 
America deserves better than a stack of 35c;t decals. 
-MJH 
Dean1{ev ir.~w· ~Mardi-Gras 
' . ~.' 
Mr. Michael J, Henson 
Editor, Xavier News 
Xavier University 
Dear Mr. Henson, 
I would be remiss if I did not 
congratulate the members of the 
Xavier University student body for 
their fine example of responsible, 
student social behavior over the 
Mardi Gras Weekend. 
All who planned, worked and 
participated in the various Mardi 
Gras festivities can take pride and 
satisfaction in a job well done. I 
especially want to acknowledge the 
splendid efforts of the Student 
Council Social C om m i tt e e, the 
Dormitory Staff and the Dormitory 
Council, and the respective student 
leaders who labored to improve 
the behavior and attitudes of their 
fellow students. 
In retrospect, I think significant 
strides have been made to create a 
positive, Christian atmosphere for 
student-sponsored social events. 
The challenge for the future is to 
perfect and nourish the new attitu-
dinal perspective which was born 
this past weekend. 
Sincerely yours, 
Patrick J. Nally 
O'Jays Rap at FAST 
Friday afternoon, the Muskies The Muskies also asked the 
were treated to two personal ap- usual questions about how the 
pearances by the O'Jays.Although group got started, when and where 
tired after a long road trip, the they made their first appearance. 
O'Jays managed to glve the The group got startecl lnClevelanil 
donnies and boppers alike serious about 12 years ago mainly be-
and often humorous an9Wers to cause they liked to sing aad they 
their questions which helped to glve though they would el!joy entenaln-
the students a amall insi1ht intothe illlJ other people. 
men who make up the group. After hearing each of them talk 
The questions fielded by . the about his likes and some of his 
O'Jays dealt with each individual's dislikes the' Muskie saw a 1roup of 
favorite group and singers and four diversified young men which 
also the type of music that they gives the group their own brand 
enjoyed. The gr o up personally of entertainment. What thls meant 
seems to enjoy groups such as the Friday night was the crowd was 
Four Tops and Sly and the Family able to see and hear the O'Jays not 
Stone in particular,.a}U\~>Ugh when mimics . of the Temptatlons or 
in club or concertappearancesthsiy.,.Miral;les·or-.Tops,._, 
tailor the music t~·~~t·,.the crowd. · .·:-··.: :'-' '"',-.· " . . · .. ·:. · 
Letters to the Etlitor 
lle81deat Speahs Out o• Millvale 
Dear Sirs; 
ing of the five rooms and the four 
room units with a common wall 
removed by the Maintenance unit, 
o! the housing administrators. 
As far as Millvale being a baby 
factory and the progeny becoming 
drop-outs or criminals I must 
make my stand here. 
By chance, I had an oppor-
tunity to read your publication 
"The Xavier News" Vol. Liil, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, Friday, Nov. 22, Millvale is a low cost housing 
1968, no. 8. unit per se, but to the residents it 
is not. Most live on a monthly 
Most of the residents have ade-
quate mentalities to support their 
families sufficiently without benefit 
of handouts. But when a human 
active mind is kept locked by a 
system which prolongs discrhnina-
tion, too much red tape, labeling 
any defier as a communist, a black 
agitating militant, a shiftless in-
different generation after genera-
The article, "Muskies Reach Out illz d such as 
to Millvale " was quite a contro- grant, usually stab e ' 
' . · l ecurlty Welfare or some verslal subject among many res1- socia s ' 
1 
ti 
· low paying menia occupa on. 
dents here m Millvale. When a family of seven must live 
I, as an individual, at thif late entirely on a welfare grant of rdty 
date, have decided to lry to get the dollars a week (average), pay 
wheels of communica.tion, per.son- $aS.OO rent and $22.00 utilities 
to-person encounters mtra-rac1ally (gas and electric only). this is not 
on the go. I feel I owe this to you, t the resident low-eost. The dwell-
and to my community, and to my i~gs have no insulation for pro-
children. tection against the elements. In 
This is why I welcome the white summer its exceedingly warm and 
students and lay missionaries into vice versa in winter. 
-tion what can one expect? 
Students of the social sciences 
know the trends and cycles of hu-
man behavior. Why is the Black 
always labelled? Why is he always 
punished with the most drastic or 
the very limit of the law? my home. My thermostat is kept at about 
To set the record straight all 80° the temperature on the first 
families do not live in a five room, lev~l" is not consistant and quite 
two story unit. Some live in two drafty. The upper level is drafy by 
story, four room unit, families with the windows, but usually too warm 
one or two children; some families for comfort during the day, too 
with seven or more children live in cold at night. 
a combination of two units consist-
The Have-Nots of America, the 
Blacks, have had very limited pre-
paration to live in our Bigoted 
Society and its system of "Blind" 
justice. 
Dorm Couneil Upset 
Over Mardi Gras 
The senses of man are quite 
distinct, the sexual, and the desire 
for food being at the top of the list. 
Who is so amazed that children 
are born so frequently in Millvale? 
I do not believe this is the amaze-
ment. The real amazement is that 
they are dept as a member of the 
family and welcomed. 
The Inter-Dorm Council is ap-
parently upset with a few facets of 
the recent Mardi Gras weekend. 
The issue at hand centers around 
the fact that the dormitories were 
granted only one day for open 
house, when they were in favor of 
having open house on both days 
of the Mardi Gras festivities. Con-
sequently fu.ey have drafted a let-
ter to the Director of Housing, Mr. 
Ray Guye, requesting an explana-
tion regarding the decisioninfavor 
of open house for one day. 
The letter reads: 
Dear Mr. Guye, 
As a consequence of your of-
fice's refusal to coincide with the 
recommendation of this Council 
concerning the hours for open 
house of Mardi Gras weekend, we, 
acting as the elected representatives 
of the dormitory students demand 
the following: 
1) A list of clear, concise reasons 
why our recommendation was 
rejected submitted to the Inter-
Dorm President 
2) A clear, concise list of reasons 
why your office substituted an 
alternate pl~n which you obvi-
ously thought was better sub-
mitted to the Inter-Dorm Presi-
dent 
This Council feels justified in 
demanding an explanation for sev-
eral reasons, the more obvious 
being the following: 
1) We act as the voice of the stu-
dent in helping to determine the 
dormitory policy - and to refuse 
our recommendations is to 
refuse the student's voice. 
Sunday. 
4) We feel that our proposal did 
not receive the consideration TV viewing is somewhatanedu-
and attention which it deserved. cation and babysitter to the poor. 
We feel that your office had a I know personally families(middle 
one day open· house decided class) who do not allow their chil-
before our proposal was dren to view TV because it is "so 
brought to the front. corrupt." 
5) We point to the need for change I appreciate the fact that I finally 
in the University's policy con- got one workTug· iio that my. chil-
parietal hours. We believe that dren can hear and see other than 
a two day open house is a nee- their unrealistic neighborhood, and 
essao:y experiment and a logical unrealistic home life. 
step in the formation of thatpol- B statistical data non-whites 
icy change. S~nce we are limited are !n1y 103 of the USA popula-
to major soC1al weekends at the tion. If my children are going to 
present time, the Mardi Gras be complete citizens, as they are 
:"'eekend would ha:'e been the guaranteed by our most rigid and 
ideal time to experi.~ent before famous constitution, how can this 
the Dorm Council s Student come about if they only see white 
Council Report on p.arletal Bill Collectors, policemen or peo-
hours and drinking m the 1 . th r·ty dorms is completed. p e m au 0 1 ' 
I am the head of my household. 
6) In retrospect, we point to the 1 _ financially. My con-
1 ck f , .d 1 h' h d am poor 1 a o mc1 ens w 1c occure d'ti 1 ·q e though personal. in the dorms during Saturday's 1 on s urn u 
open house as grounds for the I feel I am short-ehanging my 
suggestion that students are off-spring when I do not speak-out, 
prepared to assume a larger which I have learned to do. 
role in cooperating with your Interpretation in 1969 is not 
office for their own welfare. adequate. 
We feel that the above reason- Let us give up the "deadmen's" 
ing is grounds for our demands. laws and the "dead men's"houses.i 
We would appreciate your coop- People are only people. Communi-
eration in replying as quickly as cation is the answer. Relating. 
possible, but . not late~ than ten 'Ibis is why the Students from 
days after this lette~ 1s adopted the Mount and St. x. are very 




The Inter-Dorm Council 
we come m my ome. 
Sincerely, 
Colleen Jones 
flnXavler ReUiS 2) Your line of reasoning has not 
been clear to us from the begin-
ninK, especially your argument 
that you don't have the author- Blessed ii he .who e:rpect1 nothing, for he shall always oet it. 
Uy to decide such matters as a EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ... , , ... , . , ......... Mlchctel J. He11~u1i 
two day open house. MANAGING EDITOR , .... , , , . , , , , • , , Dennis A. Repen 1ir1.;r, 
3) We think along the lines that a EXEC~TIVE EDITOR . , , . , , , . , , , , , , , . , John M. Durjp;.y 
llOclal weekend is what the tiUe COPY EDITOR ... , .. , ........ , , , , •• , ,. • Tom Keoin'3"r 
hnplies - a weekend which con- LAYOUT EDITOR • , . , , .. , ..• , , ...• , . , , . , . Jim BolaNI . 
elets ottwo dayi Saturday and SPORTS EDITOR •..•••.•• , , • , , . , , , , • , ..• Jack Murray 
' ASSOCIATE F;DITORS .. , .••••• , •. , Boat Wlllllbn, Pat Kelley 
CIRCULATION EDITOR ...• , , • , , , , • , , , , . , Chril Coughlin 
CARTOONIST ..••• , • ; •. , •.• , •...• , • , , • , • John Doyle 
SECRETA&Y ••. , • • • • • • • • • • • • , • , , •••• , • RM-Jtaa can 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, , . , • , , , . , •• , • Seth Warner, Chuck l'rei1ter 
COLUMNISTS . . ... , • . . . , , Frank Leinhart, J. Richard Hague 
George Eder, Joe Rosenberger 
MODERATOR ........ , . , , , , , , , , , , . , , Thomas E. Young 
BUSINESS MANAGER , , , .. , .. , , , , , , , , , , . , . ;Jack Jeffrc 
REPOHTJms ..•... , Matt Hayes, Bill Kwiatkowski, Chrls Nicolini 
Ron Moening, Pete Fitzgerald, Pete Bermudi 
Owen Donahue, Hill Desmond, Mike l<'lrmcnt, 
Pete Harsham 
... .l'.uhli1h•I\ "·:1e~1, durin" Ila. 1ehoo1. 1•u exee11, ,i 11 ~i•I ur,a11M end n~111in•~!~;.­'!'';"<>.d• bJ X.avitr U11inrt1\7, Hamihoa e;,,.1117, i:unsMn. Co,.,t.rno•ti. Oh1n U~-
' ·- t'to ~"' Jt• r . • • , . . , , · 1 • • • 
• :':.,-rd .. l<~Olld .i ... ..;.~1ier <).;,,;tiu ... JIHI, £\ ~1 •• l.'~U Olllit u Cl11~i1,n• 1• 
Ohio, :~ll.r lllt A.c' of Uuch &. 1111.~• 




Liturgy.-- Who's Celebrating? 
-~. ... ... 
By BOB RIEPENHOFF 
Bob Riepenho/l is a student member of the Religious Developmc11t 
Committee. The News reprints this article from the Junior Class News-
letter. 
In March of last year, a group 
consisting of faculty and students, 
organized together to pull off the 
first Xavier University Liturgical 
Conference at the Jesuit Retreat 
House in Milford. After two and 
a half days of discussion on the 
nature of Liturgy and our uni-
versity's problems in relation to 
Liturgy, the Conference members 
drew up a statement enumerating 
the inadequacies then existing in 
the university religious programs, 
suggesting recommendations for 
revival of a vital program, and 
listing a number of actions which 
would be taken by the Conference 
itself. SmaH committees were then 
formed to take the letter personally 
to those administrationpersonages 
who had the power to do some-
thing. It was a "through the chan-
nels" attempt togetsomethingdone. 
Almost one year later, I can see 
clearly that very little, if anything, 
was accomplished. 
Maybe it was because we did't 
press the issue hard enough. We 
had thought that if we made the 
administration aware of certain 
inadequacies in a very construct-
ive manner, they would be willing 
to work hand in hand to remedy 
the problems. I suppose we were 
simply too naive. And they wonder 
why students can be so "IMMA-
TURE' as to lash out at the ad-
ministration with a boycott! 
But let me .. not be too harsh 
on individuals. May I simply ex-
press my angry thoughts towards 
"the system~. The Jesuit Commu-
nity lovingly provides 50 or so 
"priests" at the university and fig-
ures "all ls well". But someone for-
got to tell our "priests" what a 
priest actaully is! I propose that 
we go back to calling our univer-
sity priest "RABBI". Certainly, 
"Rabbi" would convey better what 
they really are: TEACHER. The 
Jesuits have become an elite group 
of teachers, but no more than that 
to this university. They are so com-
mitted to influencing the student 
with Arts and Sciences that they 
tend to forget that we are also 
Christian young men in search 
of meaning, in search of answers, 
of direction and of God. Someone 
once called the priest a "mediator''. 
And l don't think he meant between 
Aristotle and our university philo-
. sophy
0 
majors. We need priests. 
Third 
We need "servants of Christ's flock", 
dedicated to the ideals presented 
in the "Profile of the Jesuit Uni-
versity Graduate", committed to the 
students welfare, to the students 
problems, and to their priestly vo-
cation. 
As I write these criticisms, I do 
realize that the majority of our 
priests have been so burdened with 
other responsibilities that there is 
hardly any time available for the 
needs enumerated above. But only 
the priests, realizing the hierarchy 
of needs, can change what is to 
what should be. 
But I ask you, Why can't any-
body listen to our needs? How can 
the administration always know 
what is needed without any con-
tact with the needy? 
Let me turn to what is needed. 
1) A vital Liturgy throughout 
the campus, inclusive of Bellar-
mine Chapel, 2) developmentofre-
ligious programs directed towards 
the needs of the students, .and 3) 
a centralization of student religious 
activities. 
Liturgy would seem to be 1) 
the source of our spiritual life as 
Christians, 2) the focal point of 
our missionary activities, and 3) 
our personal and communal re-
sponse to God's love. It is our 
expression of love, our celebration 
of Christian life. The actions in 
the liturgy should be symbolic of 
the elements stated above. These 
symbolic actions must prove rea-
sonable, meaningful, relevant, and 
acceptable. Therefore, since man 
changes in his attitude of what ls 
meaningful and relevant so too 
call the symbols. Vatican II im-
plimented certain changes in the 
Liturgy. But they made it quite 
clear that the Liturgical movement 
was not to end there. There ls need 
for development. That means ex-
perimentation. 
This campus has failed when it 
comes to Liturgy. It has failed be-
cause it has not tried. It seems at 
this time of history, the Church 
itself has failed for the same rea-
son. Why not try? Why are we 
so scared to try something new? 
Are we scared of disrupting those 
who have become stable in the 
old system, so stable that they 
would prefer to be mediocre in 
their lives than to take a chance 
which could result in failure? Our 
generation has refused to be satis-
fied with mediocrity. There are 
other roads yet to be traveled and 
we are willing to walk to the un-
known. But in fear of "rambling 
on" with more ·abstract ideas, I 
must cut short this discussion and 
suggest a concrete proposal: Make 
X. U. a center of liturgical experi-
mentation. Where else is there a 
better opportunity for new ideas, 
for vitality, for development, than 
on a college campus? Let us now 
take the axe in hand and work 
hard to clear the unknown paths. 
Point two is closely tied to the 
above paragraph. I predict ano-
ther mass boycott or something of 
that sort, possibly within the next 
year, against mandatory retreats, 
unless something is done. Now, I 
am not so naive as to suggest the 
immediate abolishment of manda-
tory retreats but I am certainly 
not for them. I feel that before we 
abolish the retreat system we 
should have some definite worth-
while religious programs that will 
prove adequate in meeting the 
needs of the student. 
This university provides no-
thing· beyond biduums and tridu-
ums and its widely known that 
they are grossly inadequate to the 
spiritual needs of the student. The 
student interested in his Christian 
development is forced to go off 
the campus in search of an ade-
quate program. The university ad-
vertlzed that they will ~nanclally 
help the student in his efforts and 
figures they have fulfilled their 
duty. This passive assistance has, 
been helpful but it certainly isn't 
all that has to be done. 
The accomplishment ofthethlrd 
point would definitely give the 
other two points a better possibil-
ity of ultimate success. In order to 
centralize religious activities, there 
must be someone to centrallzethem 
around. This school needs an able 
priest to develop and run religious 
activities. This priest should be 
"a person attuned to the problems 
and situation of contemporary col-
lege students and versed in the re-
cent theological and liturgical de-
velop~ents," as quoted from the 
staterpent of the X. U. Liturgical 
Conference. This religious coordi-
. nator should be able to devote all 
Open Council Meeting Scheduled; 
Open for Agenda Suggestions 
fore Council, the studll.l;lt is urged 
Student Council's third open meeting will be held to bring it to the meeting. The 
this Monday, February 24, at 5:00 p.m. in the meetings are being scheduled to 
Theatre. In order for Council to effectively represent allow the participation of as many 
the n. eeds of the student body, the students must give students as possible. Student Coun-
cil feels that it is vital for the stu-
their vocal support at these meetings. dents to express thefr opinions at 
Any student may attend these Student Council needs the parti- these meetings. The open meeting 
meetings and are urged to parti- cipation of the students at these is not merely for observation, but 
clpate in the meeting when certain meetings. According to Council's for action. It is at these meetings 
issues are discussed. Any issue publicity chairman, Jim Smith, where the policy is established re-
may be introduced at these meet- "There has been enough talk about garding what the students want 
lngs by the student. In order to responsible student power; now we concerning issues such as volun-
facilitate the introduction of ma- cannot talk about it, we must do it! tary ROTC, mandatory Mass and 
terial at a meeting, students are There are too many students who retreats, beer in the dorms, and the 
urged to submit their item to Stu~ are out of touch with the people class cut system. It is difficult for 
dent Council office no later than they elected to represent their needs. a small group of students to de-
forty-eight hours before the meet- If Council is to be a success, it cide what the majority wants. The 
ting. An agenda committee will must hear from the students. Stu- average student is the most im-
then prepare the material for intro- dents must make themselves heard portant person on this campusand 
ductlon and the agenda will be at these meetings. Student power is his voice must be heard. 
posted on •he bulletin board across for all students, not just members Thus all students are asked to 
from the bookstore and in Council of Student Council." attend and participate in the Stu-
of his efforts to his job. He should 
not have to teach, nor be burdened 
by other responsibilities, which 
would detract from his efforts 
towards the collegian's spiritual 
needs. Permanent funds should be 
made available for the programs 
he would desire to develop. An 
office, preferably in the University 
Center, to centralize all religious 
activities. He would act as chair-
man of the Religious Development 
Committee. "He should have exe-
cutive power and authority to pro-
vide definitively for religious activ-
ities and liturgical celebrations in 
all facillities of the University, 
especially the chapel." (From the 
Liturgical Conference statement.) 
This coordinator - administrator 
would certainly be a step in the 
right direction. 
There has been some attempt 
for acceptable Liturgy on this cam-
pus. B.ut those couple priests have 
now "gone underground". For 
awhile Fr. Savage had a beautiful 
Mass in Bellarmine Chapel until, 
almost mysteriously, he disap-
peared from this dally celebration. 
One might almost get the feeling 
that the "Mafia" exists here at 
Xavier! Nor does Father Quinn 
any longer celebrate in our cam-
pus chapel. Fr. McWilliams is still 
plugging away, yet one wonders 
just how patient can one man be 
or just how long will it take the 
"Mafia" to find out that the stu-
dents actually enjoy going to this 
Mass and then exert the necessary 
pressure on him as· they have done 
with Frs. Quinn and Savage. In 
fact, I heard ( through the grape-
vine") th~t there is a movement to 
stop the Saturday Midnight Mass 
because someone forgot to take up· 
the collection last week! These 
men and a few others have tried 
to form that "Jesuit University 
Graduate", These men have tried 
to influence the student to "have a 
deep understanding of his faith 
such as will give him a unified 
view of life, an awareness of the 
Church as continuing Christ's re-
demptive action, and a clear per-
ception of his role as a member of 
the Church." ( From the Profile of 
the Jesuit University Graduate.) 
But the "Mafia" has put many an 
obstacle in their ways. 
If one were to read the section 
in the Student Handbook entitled 
"Catholic Religious Practice" (page 
64) he would surely exclaim "Not 
this Xavier University! "Theopen-
ing statement reads: "Xavier Uni-
versity places great emphasis on 
spiritual growth and development." 
It continues later: "Through its re-
ligious program Xavier University 
endeavors to lead students to a su-. 
pernatural maturity involving 
free commitment to Jesus Christ 
and leading to a life which will be 
intellectuaily apostolic." I ask you, 
Xavier University, what religious 
programs are you talking about? 
The Mandatory retreats of the 
Mass of the Holy Spirit? The in-
terested parents of a high school 
senior would surely be quite im-
pressed with these wordB. Oh, if 
they only knew! But let us con-
tinue. Turn to page 66 in the same 
Handbook, Religious Programs. 
In one short paragraph, the two 
religious programs are stated: the 
Sodality and Knights of Columbus. 
And then: "The strength of the spir-
itual programs on the Xavier Uni-
versity campus manifests itself in 
many ways. A significant number 
of Xavier students each year enter 
diocesan seminaries or religious 
novitiates to begin training for the 
religious life of a priest or brother. 
Xavier University graduates are 
active in the Papal Volunteers for 
Latin America and the Peace 
Corps." I refuse to comment on 
such an apparent misgiving! 
I feel sarcasm creeping onto 
this paper so let me end this leng-
thy criticism in fear of "cutting" 
those who should not be "cut" and 
in fear that the sarcastic statements 
would be remembered instead of 
my main points. If I have been 
overly harsh, I apologize. Yet in 
"telling it like it ls" someone ls 
bound to be the goat. For lack of 
time, I haven't enumerated the 
good points existing at our uni-
versity. But its sad but true that 
the inadequacies grossly outnum-
ber these good points. My task 
has been simple: to let those who 
are concerned know what is needed 
and to let those who aren't con-
cerned know that the "angry young 
men" are getting impatient. 
Junior Class Newsletter 
Bob Riepenhoff 
Class of '70 
Raise. • • • I 
(Bee story, page 1.) 
These are the 1968-1969 costs for tuition and other academic 
expenses at institutions which operate as does Xavier with income 
largely from private sources. 
Source of figures: 1968-1969 College Facts Chart 
The National Beta Club 
Jesuit Institutions 
Georgetown University 
Holy Cross College 
Boston College 
St. Louis University 
Marquette Univessity 
University of Detroit 
Loyola ( Chicago) University 
Xavier University 
.St. Joseph College ( Phila.) 
John Carroll University 




















$1800 office. The student sponsoring the The open meeting is designed dent Council meetings. Meetings 
item will be given an opportunity to give the student an opportunity will be announced well in advance 
Other lmtitutlons to elaborate on his item at the to sound off before Council on so that students may make plans 
meeting. If this item requires a vote issues that are .1;1ow of prime in- to attend. You are esvecially asked lJniverslty of Chicago $2109. 
of Council, he may then ask for a tere~ within this lristituti9n. Even to attend the next meetinlu• Feb, , ·· ~ .,. .Harvard U~verslty' , ·'-' • · · .. ~:s:l800 · ·· ''· ';'. 
:,. motion-at which time thelteµnwlll if, there ··~.pnltlemorasituadon ruary ~at 5:08' i>.M:.~·~:·~:'.:.:~.. UnivereftyofNOtreill[l~',.·..,·· ·:sl-' ''..'' ... I. 11 
~ ~l~ued and then ~{.Qted upon. , ~~~~ .~ yet belA.aroulht be-. ..Ttie&tre. · · · ··:1 ' • • .• : •• ~ •• • • ·,;'.i,:'.:;· Wilke Foreet Collep-1~. ':: ' .. \ .i. ·~1~·:·r:-:~." : .· · '·.·· 
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INTRAMURALS 
By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Editor 
An important aspect of a university is its intramural program. Many people 
do not recognize the true value of intramural sports. lntramurals play a major 
role in the physicaj fitness program of the university. It isn't everyone that 
can play on a varsity team, and the larger the school, the proportionately 
larger number of students unable to play varsity sports. 
Here at Xavier, we have an excellent intramural department, headed by 
Mr. Joseph Sullivan. Any upperclassman will attest to the fact that Xavier's 
intramurals have come a long way over the past few years. Intramural basket-
ball is a good example of this progress. When there are nearly 700 students 
involved with a specific program, one can see that intramurals are an impor· 
tant aspect of university life, Muskie life. 
Pete Rose and Coach Hawk talking together about the fundamentals 
of baseball. 
I Seth Warner XU News Staff 
Baseball 
Starts 
The Varsity Baseball Team 
started workouts last Monday. 
They have been having meetings 
over the past couple of months and 
now will have a brief conditioning 
program before they begin actual 
practice. 
The baseball team still has a 
big problem. They do not have 
enough money to make their an-
nual southern trip. Last month the 
XU News published a letter from 
Coach Hawk asking for help with 
the blood donations plan the team 
had for raising money. Although 
there has been some response there 
is still a large amount of money 
needed. 
Anyone who is willing to donate 
blood for the baseball team can 
get in touch with Coach Hawk or 
myself and we will gladly illform 
you on how to do so. 
Mr. Sullivan feels that, "the intramural program gives all students the 
chance to participate voluntarily in activities of their own choosing." This fits 
in closely with the broad aims of education, and not just the physical points 
of it.Just as there are countless books on various' topics in the library, so too, 
this should be the case in the gymnasium. There is a great variety of ways to 
~~oesire Is A Big Thing'' 
develop physically as well as mentally. Weightlifting, running, swimming, or By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Editor 
just regular exercise can get the job done. 
To develop physically, an individual can do it by himseH. When the desire· un Thursday, February 13th, 
for competition arises, so does the need for intramurals. As we well know, not Pete Rose, of the Cincinnati Reds 
everyone can play an organized sport. Collegi.~ is a little different from high· spoke to the baseball team. Rose, 
school .• in that everyone cannot be the hero or the game. Even, more appro· who led the major leagues in bat-
priately, everyone cannot even be a member of the team. lntramurals help ting, gave some important tip)~ on 
solve this need to be on a team and for competition. how tiotplayti baset baill as we as 
some n eres ng s or es. 
The athletic facilities of a university cannot be limited to a "choeen few". Instead of giving any lengthy 
If one cannot be a member of a team, he still has the desire to participate in speeches, Rose started out the pro-
an athletic contest. The intramural program offers a variety of sports to meet gram by answering questions right 
the individual's needs. Just look at the wide selection or intramurals offered away. He felt that anyone could 
here at Xavier: football, basketball, softball, tennis, bridge,chess, and billiards, speak, but that he could be more 
to name a few. What about the tug-o-war contest or the 3-man ba•e,tball beneficial if he answered their 
touriiey, that are. a little different from the ordinary? Tbeae are just a f~w of quiries about baseball. 
the cloae to 30 activities that are in the Xavier Intramural Program. The questiollS asked of Rose 
By pa.rticipating in theae skills, Mr. Sullivan thinks that: "One learns these varied from conditioning, fielding, 
objects or ekills to an acceptable degree, so that more e~oyment is gained batting to the
1 
upcoming seanlson 
r • · · · th · • bile .L. al of th rtic. • • t t b and the possib e strllce. Cancer ng . rom participation ID e activity; w we i.e e pa .ipan o ecome th trllc R ,. 1t th tth uld fie• J • th · · · · . f th • d' • e s e, ose 1e a erewo a more pro ient penonner ID e activity, gives nae to certain o e m 1vi- be one but only a brief one. 
dual learning products. These learning qualities involve such qualities as 
.L• • d rd nd • f th . . d "th Rose spoke for more than an sportsrnan11D1p, attitu e towa a certam aspects o e activity an w1 d h l[ H 
1 
d 
oth , med 'th th dj d odific . f th • hour an a . e revea e many many er 1actors conce w1 e a ustment an m ation o e m· 'i t ti d fu t 
1 0 . . . . n eres ng an nny s or es. ne 
dividual's reaction to others." These can be bene6c1&l to the md1v1dual not of them was that the only baseball 
only in competitive sports but in all phases of life. team that he was ever cut from was 
Recreational purposes are usually the main reason why students play intra· one coached by Coach Hawk. The· 
mural sports. Like it was stated before, not everyone can play a varsity sport 
was in his younger years when he 
wasn't nearly as good as he is 
now. He told of the time when 
Sandy Koufax played for UC. At 
that time Sandy had a control 
problem, in fact he could hardly 
keep the ball in the batting cage. 
As we all know Sandy worked on 
his control and became one of the 
greatest pitchers that baseball has 
ever known. Rose's stories about 
pitchers in general broke up the 
group constantly. 
N_o matter what he saidPetewas 
trying to hit home on the points 
that he wanted to get across. Two 
things that he stressect were con" 
fidence and practice. 
One gets the impression that Pete 
Rose is as good as he is because 
of the confidence he has in himself. 
There really wasn't one bit of con-
ceit in .his talk. He talked about 
himself and how he plays thegame 
of baseball but he was completely 
honest with himself and his au-
dience. He said that: "you have to 
be confident in yourself to do well." 
That's what made the difference in 
Sandy Koufax, he didn't become. 
good till he realized that he was 
Sandy Koufax. Confidence does 
play an important role in your 
life, when you realize your 
strengths and weaknesses, then 
you can adjust yourself accord-
ingly. 
Although it is logically Incor-
rect, the saying practice makes 
perfect has a lot of meaning to it. 
Rose feels that "you can never 
have enough practice." "You 
should practice at what you are 
not good at to make yourself bet-
ter." Anyone can practice at what 
they're good at but it takes a little 
more to do something which one 
finds hard to do. The only way 
you are going to correct your 
faults is by working on them; 
The point t.'lat hit this reporter 
at home was that no matter 
whether· your playing baseball, 
studying or whatever, "desire Is a · 
big thing." 
in college. Consequently, the intramural rosters are filled with 'stars' from the 
students' respective high schools. A group of guys will get together and fonn 
a team. Their teams will compete for their league titles and possibly, the intra-
mural championship. There is not much reward eiicept the satisfaction of being 
The Many Sides of Luther Raekle-y 
university champs and a trophy to go with it. Not everyone can win but the 
By JOHN PRICE, News Assoc. Sports Editor 
You could call Luther Rackley 
either optimistic, disappointed, or 
down to earth, and you would be 
correct in every case. He Is pre-
sently enjoying the luxucy of an 
outstanding campaign in his final 
year at Xavier, but one has to 
wonder how Luther would have 
performed elsewhere. 
That question similar to "What 
would Oscar Robertson have done 
if he had had Bill Russell as his 
something is working to your ad-
vantage you should milk it dry," 
stated Lu. 
"l don't think our players are 
experienced In working with a big 
man who can do anything and on 
whom they can rely," he further 
explained. 
enjoyment of playing is compensation enough. Think of all the Xavier scholars 
who go to the gym after a rough day with the books. There is nothing like a 
good game to relieve the 'academic tensions' of a student. Mr. Sullivan has 
seen how intramurals have helped the students. "Intramurals, then, may be 
considered as one of the many pathways through whieh the ultimate aims of 
education may be pursued. Those who value mental and physical poise cast 
about for a way to take care of those so-called 'mental hangovers'. In Ibis 
complicated scheme of things called civilir.atiou, we may either recognii.e that 
the attics of our minds may become stored with fears, jealousies, disappoint· 
ments and unsatisfied yearnings and get rid of them, or lock the attic door 
and let them leak outinthefonn of inhibitions, complexes, and maladjullments. 
Com..,.titive activities can and often do provide this much sought-after safety 
r- center?'' will remain unanswered. 
valve." 
No number of losses or per-
sonal disappointmentS can detach 
from the fact that Luther is pre-
sently one of the finest centers in 
the nation and will undoubtedly be 
a high draft choice of both pro-
fessional leagues. lntramurals do help the student relax and eJ1oy hmaelf. They do help the 
student become more well-rounded in his quest for knowledge. At times, it also 
helps the Xavier student eliminate some of his well-roundednes8 that results 
from drinking "Muskie tea". 
(Continued, next issue) 
............................. ._ _________ ·~~---~---------------------
Notes from the editor. 
While at Troy High School in 
New York It was Lu's coach who 
convinced him to go to Xavier. 
Recalls Lu: "He told me that I 
would be a good player at St. 
John's or Villanova, but at Xavier• 
I could be a great player." 
.. Pro basketball is a livelihood," 
said Luther. "It is a means for a 
living and I'll play for the team 
that offers me the best means," he 
openly admits. 
Greatness has come to Luther, Although some may be con-
but even with all the a~olades cerned about Lu'sweight(210lbs.) 
strewn upon him, the memories of in his ability to adapt to pro ball, 
losing seasons can't be erased. Rackley himself views that part of 
A special thanks to Jacll Murray who has been writing Muskie While paging through a history his game with little concern. 
Even Lu is at odds to pinpoint 
what he considers his best showi'ng. 
"The St. Joseph's game this 
year was probably my most com-
plete game," recalled Lu. "The 
first Detroit game may have been 
my best defensively." 
The controversial word "atti-
tude" is taking on an ever-growing 
dimension in the sports world, and 
Lu's comments on this sensitive 
term strllce at the very core of the 
fan-player relationship. 
"An athlete is not an ordinary 
person/' said the center seriously, 
"because the people won't let him 
be what he wants to be." 
"People will believe anything 
they read about an athl!<!te and not 
think that the writer may have ap-
proached him at the wrong time," 
said Lu. "Attitude Is a tricky thing 
to determine." 
Although basketball monopo-
lizes most of Lu's time, he still puts 
a great deal of work into his stu-
dent teaching job at Woodward 
High School. 
Morsels for the sports page. In the near future Jack will be writing an book, Lu stretched his 6' 10" frame "I would like to put on 1 o or 
article for us again If you reacl the Cincinnati Enquirer Suru:lay across his bed and talked about 15 pounds this summer, and right 
momings you will probably find one of Jacll's articles that appears the '68-'69 basketball team. now I'm starting to take protein 
there. I would lilw to ta/le this oppo1·tw1ity to apologize for some of "Our main problem is that we . pills," he added. "But I've seen 
When Luther receives his degree the articles that may seem outdated 011 these pages. Some explanation don't go with the things that have guys like Leroy Ellis do a good h 
job. " in June, he will be certified to teac /or this can be lacll of coordination 011 the part of the sports stall: been working for us," said Lu. 
A / · / · d · both history and physical educa· not rer reason 1s t ie mcreasi11g a .uert1seme11ts that haue ·been ap· 0 f th ~ th" th h "The things I have to work on · b peari11g 011 these pages. So at times we cannot help_ it if some articles ne 0 c ew mgs at as hon. He will leave Xavier as pro -
appear short or are a little out of place. An article that will be a good kc?nsihstentlby worked fthor thb e 11\l~us- most for pro ball are my man-to- ably the greatest center in the 
I . / . .11 b 1 .11 . · 1es as een to get e al mto man defense and my offensive re- school's history examp e o/ t us w1 e one t rat w1 appear ll1 the near future 011 L , h d 'l'h h f th b d ' 
Xavier's new football coach Irv Etier. All· I:ca1i ·say .is haue patieirce· u ~ · :n s. eh ea:t: ? mat- oun ing," explained Lu. It is true that Lu is certainly no 
we're .'~nly huma 11; Also a special tlianlis.·to ·Ma1fi<w6'oC1h6us~ ';1;/10" '. .t6r ·;~·ii oweve~ t at e asn t seen 'l'o mention one great Rackley "ordinary person", but it is hi;iped 
has. ·~1d;1e the -'a'rtwbi'k- 'that· ·lids' •appeaiecl•'oi1'ih1e'se·p'a'g'tl~·";;; • rii'e;~~.S't; ·· t e:. ~ .. erpµg ' · ·1 · • • •· • • · 1 ' • .performance calls.to mind several· · here that he lets himself be what h'e 




By Al Jacobs 
The U nivcrsity of Detroit Titans 
definitely picked the wrong week-
end to invade the Xavier hard-
wood. Undoubtedly the highlight 
of the successful Mardi Gras Week-
end celebration was the 104-67 
trouncing the Musketeers handed 
Detroit. 
The fans, somewhat letdown 
over not being able to watch UD's 
spectacular Spencer Haywood per-
form, saw their disappointment 
vanish amidst a spectacular per-
formance by the entire Musketeer 
team. 
'l'he sparkplug of the Xav,ier at-
tack was little Chris Hall who 
"scorched" the nets in hitting 9 of 
10 shots for 18 pointswhileadding 
9 assists. Another sturdy job was 
turned in by big Luther Rackley 
who netted game high of 20 points 
and 17 rebounds. The game saw 
all 12 Muskie ballplayersmarking 
action and contributing to the point 
bandwagon. 
The Titans, besides playing 
without their superstar Haywood, 
were minus their 6-7 center Larry 
More who watched the game from 
the sidelines with the flu. 
The visitors could neither mus-
ter up any offensive scoring punch 
nor any thwarting defense and 
only a 20 point performance by 
guard Dwight Dunlap saved Detroit 
from a total washout by the in-
spired Muskies. 
It was an even contest for the 
first seven minutes until a tip in by 
Big Lu at the 13 minutemarkgave 
X a 12-11 lead and one they kept 
throughout the remainder of the 
rout. 
With Zeides, Schlager and Hall 
dropping goals left and right, the 
next five minutes saw Xavier out-. 
score Detroit 21-8. Detroit called a 
time-out to set up some sort of pre-
ventive defense to stop the red hot 
Musketeers and to try to ignite an 
offense among themselves. 
But it was to no avail as the 
Xavier defense remained intact and 
rattled the Titans to poorshotsanq 
costly turnovers while the offense 
kept firing away. 
In the next three minute stretch, 
Hall canned five of six XU buckets, 
three coming on fast breaks result-
ing from steals and Rackley stuffed 
three tries. 
It seemed everything that went 
up went In for Xavier as the hot-
handed Muskies hit 593 from the 
floor and went in at halftime en-
joying a comfortable and surpris-
ing 56-38 lead. 
With the crowd still murmuring 
over the Muskies remarkable first 
half display of precision, XU came 
out and with Tom Rohling bag-
ging the first seven points of the 
aecond half Indicated It would be a 
repeat of the first twenty minutes. 
As the second half rolled on, 
Xavier moved rapidly toward the 
century mark building up an un-
surmountable lead which at one 
time totaled 41 points. 
Coach Krajack cleared his en-
tire bench in the second half and 
the reserves romped to a 533 
shooting. ·At 2: 11 Terry Sillies 
dropped two foul shots pushing 
Xavier over the 100 mark much 
to the fans delight. 
Whatever you call it, phe-
nomenal, spectacular or even un-
believable, the Xavier victory was 
a performance of teamwork ( 33 
assists) and accuracy ( 56% ). 
If it was the Mardi Gras atmos-
phere that "psyched" the XU team 
into such a victory, then maybe we 
ought to celebrate Mardi Gras 
more often. 
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Danny Abramowicz returned to· 
town to present awards to some 
of last season's football team. 
Among th,ose in the picture are 
Jim Taylor (who came to town 
with Abramowicz ), Jerry Buck-
master (AP honorable mention 
all-American), Abramowicz, Irv 
Etier (Xavier's new football coach), 
Bill Waller (15th r o u n d draft 
choice of the New Orleans Saints), 
second row, Tom Krallman (17th 
round draft choice of the Miami 
Dolphins), Dick Barnhorst (6th 
l\·luskie 
l\l 4trse Is 
Tom Young getting the pub-
licity post at River Downs came 
as no surprise to many ... 
Ed Biles and Jimmy Taylor 
whipped Don Pelligrini and Dan-
ny Abramowicz three games to 
none in handball on the Saints' 
recent visit. .. Biles is now in 
New Orleans . . . Abramowicz 
told Coach Dave Lynch that he is 
really making the money in the 
Mardi Gras town (soon Taylor 
and Abramowicz will go mto 
apartment business together ... 
Lynch journeyed to Pittsburgh last 
weekend to scout high school pros-
pects and Villanova . . . He 
stopped off in Steubenville and saw 
Rich Donnelly, who graduated 
(January) and who now is leach-
ing civics in high school. He will 
report to Minnesota Twins farm 
round draft choice of the Phila- team in June ... Tim O'Connell 
delphia Eagles), Denny Dineen will report to Binghamton ( New 
(signed withthePittsburghSteelers) York Yankee Eastern League 
and John Shinners (1st round team) in June, but presently he is 
draft choice of the New Orleans coaching McNicholas freshmen to 
Saints). Each of the players re- an undefeated season . . . Jerry 
ceived plaques on that night. Federle teaching at Elder . 
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Th and Pl Frank Leinhart 
The Scar of Nationalism 
A nation baa been defined as 
any group of people that think of 
them11elve1 as a nation. In other 
words, the only valid political state 
ls above all a state of mind. Fac-
tors such as common language, 
history and economic Interests are 
1
legltlmately cites as lmportanL But 
these are only the elements from 
which nationhood is synthesized; 
a crisis must arise to act as a 
catalyst. In other words, no mat-
ter how much people share a cul-
tural heritage, unless they also 
share a ·problem, national identity 
will never come into being. Earlier 
In the year I tried to analyze 
political revolution in terms of the 
Individual psychology. When a 
person finds himself a member of 
an unpopular minority group 
and a member of thelargersociety, 
he begins to see himself as un-
worthy. In other words, he be-
comes alienated from himself. The 
only solution to this sense of in-
dividual alienation ls the establish-
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After wW 1 the German people 
shared a common economic crises 
and a common alienation from the 
guilt impposed on them for WWl. 
The economic crisis represented not 
so much the reason for the rise of 
a nationalist movement as the oc-
casion. Alienation from self is a 
deep psychological wound; riation-
alism may heal it, but only into a 
scar. Thus the Germans suddenly 
became (in their own eyes) not 
only not as good as anybody, but 
better. Thus the Black Muslums 
became (again in their own eyes), 
not just an equal race, but a mas-
ter race. Heal an inferiority com-
plex and you get the scar tissue of 
a superiority complex on top. 
Unfortunately, nationalism is 
not parcipitated ·out of the positive 
elements of a people,'s pastsomuch 
as out of their common hates and 
enemies. Nationalism may heal p. 
people's self-image, but only with a 
lot of sword rattling that threatens 
the well-being of their neighbors. 
Israel Is a particularly interesting 
example of nationalism. 
Unlike other peoples, the Jews 
weren't so much driven into unity 
by common threat as they exper-
ienced common threat because of 
aloofness fi::om non.Jews. To give 
your children a national identity clung to his ghetto through the 
thousands of years old ls a won· ages, It was the hope of the Promise 
derful thing. But In order to do It, Land and not the ghetto that has 
one must become very clannish, really kep Judaism alive. 
and firmly discourage all social Nationalism may be based on 
Intercourse beyond the bounds of cultural heritage and grounded in 
one's culture. It Is an unfortunate ' 
I l I l f ct th t 
. lty psychological need. But It can only 
soc o og ca a a any mmor b d d 
hi h Ith ill t 
e lrecte toward geographical 
group w c e er w no or can 
b lmll t d i t th 1 
conquest. Yes, nationalism may 
not e ass a e n o e arger 
· 1 t t t ltlm t 1 heel a people - - - but It leaves soc1a con ex mus u a e ycome 
into conflict with that context. The assc:·.·eu ~e 
Jews remained aloof from non- ...:: ~ 
Jews to maintain their Jewish I 
Identity. This made the non.Jew Fi ms 
suspicious, and generally preju-
dice. The prejudice in turn forced 
the Jews into even greater clan-
nishness, and so on. 
Man is a mammal, and mam-
mals are territorial animals. As a 
cultural animal, man's nationalism 
must be based in cultural heritage. 
As a psychological animal, man's 
nationalism must be grounded In 
a sense of collective Identity. As a 
territorial animal, man's national-
ism must be geographically found· 
ed. The Black Nationalists asked 
to have a part of American land 
set apart for them. The Germans 
"asked" to expand their borders 
before the second world war. And 
no matter how much the Jew has 
The science departments of Xav-
ier University are presenting two 
series of films at no admission 
charge. 
: : "The Monday Afternoon Sci-
ence Films," a series presented by 
the Physics Department, begins 
February 24, 1:30, In Alumni 103. 
"The Fabric of the Atom," 
a film series of lectures by Phlllp 
Morrison, professor of physics 
at MIT, starts Wednesday after-
noon at 3:45 in the University 
Center Theatre. The series Is spon-
sored by the departments of Chem-
istry, Mathematics, Philosophy, 
and Physics. 
ALL ARE INVITED 
Blow Yourself 
Up POST~; SIZE 
2 ft •• 3 ft. 
StM ..,? llocl _, Whif9 .. Coler ..... 
~ 2!• I 2h' te I a 10, We wil ..... _,... O 
:JM~. fl. IL0°UP ........... l'OP·AIT 
. ¥~=:. '3.50 
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~ 
Sx4Fa.81.Up $7.50 
AM lie for ,..+.I W.. EACH. No C.0.0. 
A.W ..... SelotT .. 
s..1a.. • .....,~ ... 
Day camp counselors (Male & Female) needed for 
children 5-10 years old. Camp operates in Cinci~nati. 
For application write or call: 
John Spitzer, Director 
Kamp Karefree 
2040 Snowhill Dr. 13 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237 
Phone: 631-3972 
~ .;:· 
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE. 
PHOTO POSTER. llC. 
210 E. 23rd SI., DrDL C-618 
New Ya, N. Y. 10010 .,......,.. ........ 
"DIZZLIN&! Once you see it, you'll never again picture 




No ordinary lovu stor;i;~;';:" 
"BEAUTIFUL! The entire tiim is a poem of 
youth, love and violence I" -PLAYBOY 
So brilliant, so beautiful, and so perfect. Every 
diamond sold by Wasserman is cut by experts to 
reflect maximum beauty and brilliance. When 
you're looking for the ultimate gift, look no· 
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Ceorge&ler 
as spr ng s ommun tur-
glcal Conference recommended 
strongly, and last week in a student 
publication student Bob Rlepenhoff 
urged again, that Xavier dissolve 
on oubnoded Religious Develop-
ment Committee and replace itwith 
a Religious Coordinator. It seemed 
then to be a good idea. But now I 
have misgivings. · 
Considered pragmatically, the 
idea ls dangerous. It proposes to 
do away with a decision-making 
process built around a committee 
of nine, and substitute in its place 
a system that centralizes the de-
cision-making in a single man. 
This places a great deal of au-
thority and brute power in one 
individual. There is no problem 
(at least for those who urge this 
change) if that one man is the 
Reverend Lee Schillebeecx. But the 
Archdiocese of Los Angeles also 
has a Religious Coordinator, 
whose name is James Cardinal 
Mcintyre. It would be safe to say 
that the Cardinal would be less 
than satisfactory (to these people) 
as Xavier's Religious Coordinator. 
I most certainly am not sug-
gesting that Xavier will fall heir to 
a Cardinal Mcintyre as its Reli-
gious Coordinator, should such a 
position be created. But it is also 
unlikely that the Reverend Schille-
beecx could accept the job. The 
danger we are courting, no matter 
what our religious stripe, is thatwe 
do not know who the man will be 
that will eventually fill this critical 
position. And if he will be the sole 
director of religious activities and 
responsible only to the President of 
the University, as is being pro-
posed, then it is extremely iinpor-
tant that he be an excellent man. 
It aJI depends on what each of us 
defines as "a good man for the 
j oli." And ultin)ately on how the · 
man who chooses hhn defines that. 
:But even more disturbing, in 
theoretical· tenns the idea is faulty. 
It seeks to replace a committee with 
an individual. Unless the indivi-
dual possesses unusual insightand 
capabilities, a committee is far 
more representative of the total 
community. It provides for a di-
versity of opinions and for real 
dialogue on the decision-making 
level. It enables the decision-
maker (namely, the committee) to 
better speak for the entire com-
munity and both to understand 
and express the mind of the com-
munity on any issue. So consider-
ing the quality of representation 
inherent in decision-making sys-
tems, our present Committee is 
much more representative than an 
individual Coordinator. 
This is twice important for us. 
We are an academic community, 
which insists specially on freedom 
of expression and dialogue. It is 
particularly urgent to us all that 
we participate in, or at least be 
represented in, the making of all 
major decisions. What's more, we 
are supposedly a religious com-
munity and are certainly here con-
cerning ourselves with religious 
matters. Our Church is moving 
away from the highly centralized 
decision-making of its past and 
toward a greater participation by 
the entire Christian Community ln 
the direction and ministry of the 
Body. So both as an academic 
and as a religious community, we 
would be contradicting other firmly 
held convictions ln appointing a 
eolHary Religious Coordinator. 
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community importance (a religious 
issue), rather than a single man. 
Yet now· at Xavier there is a sug-
gestion that the decision-making ln 
religious matters be handed over to 
one lndlvldual. 
Furthermore, an underlying 
thrust of the student revolt enflam-
lng campuses ls a greater partici-
pation ln the actual declslon-
maklng process of the university. 
Centralization ls rejected cate-
gorically; tokenism is s co r n ed. 
Students seek tangible representa-
tion and power In the decision-
making structure, to ensure that 
their ideas are given full and equal 
weight. Yet now at Xavier it ls pro-
posed that a single individual have 
an ultimate authority in a given 
area of immediate concern to all. 
SPECIAL OFFER UNTIL MARCH 7th 
FOR XAVIER STUDENTS AND STAFF 
Full Soles Regularly $6 .. 25 
Just $5.50 







E Ii M SHOE REPAIR 
Norwood Plaza Shopping Center 
Next Door To The Barber Shop 
Phone 631-9411 
With This Coupon Only 
I too attended the LltUrglcal 
Conference at Milford last spring, 
and I carry no illusions about the 
frustration and the courage that. 
brought us all there, and the deter-
mination that we carried Crom lt to 
effect healthy liturgical refonn. But 
this suggestion for a Religious Co-
ordinator is ill-conceived. 
WOODROW WILSON WINNERS 
FOR 1969 
(Continued from page 1) 
UNIVERSITY 
XAVIER U. 
U. of Cincinnati 
U. of Dayton 
Bowling Green 
Cleveland State 




Mt. St. Joseph 
Ohio State 
Ohio U. 
Our Lady of Cinti. 
Ohio Wesleyan 












































In summary, Xavier University 
topped the list of all schools in the 
Cincinnati area, and also topped 
the list of all Catholic schools in 
both Ohio and Michigan. 
Your Faculfy 
advisor asl<s you 
For advice? 
Think it over; over coffee. 
Th Th· kD· k •&· e 1n r1n . t> · 
For )our own Thin!. Or.ni.. Mug, SC'nd 75C and;·o.ur name and Jddr~ss to: 
Think Or1nl.. Mug, Dept. N. P.O. Bo• 559. Nev.· Yor:.., N. Y. 1 O:J.f6. Tl-.r• lnternat·onaf Coffee Organ•zat1on. 
GET A SIX-PACK OR TWO COOLING OFF 
Join the 
Enjoyeti 
In addMlon, there are several 
touches of irony. Earlier this year, 
the Xavier community labored ln 
the throes of a decision concerning 
compulsory masses. There was 
great dlamay that the entire de· 
clslon rested with but one man. 
Attention and preasure was first 
directed at the University Chaplain 
and then at the University Presl· IS THE PURE GRAIN BEER WITH 
dent. Outcry demanded that the 
:n~m:~~~:~:~:l~~~e~~m;~i: ... : ENJOYMENT' 'BRE:WED' RIGHT IN. 
commulllty decide ·tnte· tsSue·or · · • ·~· .. · .. · • ··: :.: ·:: :-:: :·:• 1:, •' : 1 : ' ' ' • .' • • • • '· • • 
1 
• 
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Hermes to 'Haskell Heads. · . 
Peace Corp~ M·dwest Sailors 
..,_T-he-·so•p•h•o•m-o.re-c•l•as•s-o.r"'-""th·e-h·a·s-b.ec•o•m•e-m•o•r•e•o•r·a-s•y•m•b•o•l•o•rJ Thomas Hennes, a former Xa f, 
Mount Bev lem 
By JOE ROSENBERGER 
College of Mount St. Joseph pre- freedom or quest for life; their vier student body president, has Ahoy! 
sents "Dollars and Sense," Feb. 28, flight to Moscow becomes a sal- recently been named a Peace Corps The Midwestern Collegiate Sail-
March 1 and 2, 8 p.m., in the vation symbol for them, a way out Volunteer after completing thirteen ing Association has unanimously 
college theater. The annual revue, of the darkness and sadness of weeks of training atthe Peace Corps elected Greg Haskell, a junior at 
written, produced and directed by their present home. Their younger training site at San Lius Obispo, Xavier University, as Commodore 
members of the sophomore class, brother Andrey sloJlY abandons California. for. the coming year at its recent 
features a number or skits, paro- any hopes he once had of gaining Hennes Is one of 15 female meeting at John Carroll Univer-
dies and songs related to ·a theme a professorship at the university Volunteers and 20 male Volunteers slty, Cleveland, Ohio. Greg had 
kept secret until curtain time Fri- in Moscow, uni! instead has ac- who will be working in Morocco. been statistician for the MCSAdur-
day. The variety show, under the cepted a post on the town council, The men Volunteerswillparticlpate ing this past year. 
direction of Rory Borglo, Cleve- a symbol of his defeat. His shrew- in the country's land-use programs 
land, promises entertainment for !sh wife Natasha makes . life for to promote agriculture. Thewomen 
the entire family. all those around her miserable. Volunteers will work in the Moroc-
Masha has married a bore, t' t Tickets at $1.50 for adults and can governmen s program o pro-
a schoolteacher whose prim and mote the role of women through 
$. 75 for children may be pur- proper WASP-ish character makes 
chased at the doo?· .:-r from any, the life she leads Insufferable. The education. Their activities will 
C. i ti h range from teaching new garden-mc nna -area sop omore. third sister, Masha, has remained 
Thursday night, February .13, 
was the critics' opening for the new 
Edgecliff production of"The Three 
Sisters" by Anton Chekov. 
In a word, the new translation 
by Tyrone Guthrie and Leonid 
Kipnis can best be characterized 
as superb. 
Director John Going has man-
aged to capture the very subtle 
type of dialogue and movement 
that cha_racterlzes Chekov's work. 
The three sisters, alone In a 
small town In Russia at about the 
turn of the century, find themselves 
growing old and dreamy. The oc-
casion of the youngest sister's 
birthday, Irina, provides the open-
ing scene. Through the slightly 
tired, and somewhat wearied talk 
of the three, the fact becomes ap-
Nott Named 
Direetor 
On Monday, February 10th the 
Clef Club announced the appoint-
ment of Mr. David Nott as director 
succeedl~ Mr. R. Kent Hollen-
bach who resigned from that posi-
tion on January 1. 
Mr. Nott ls currently working 
towards his Doctorate at the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati. He received 
his B.S. in Music from Carroll 
College, Waukesha, Wisconsin in 
1957. He then received his Mas-
ter's degree from the Union Theo-
logical Seminary School of Sacred 
Music In 1959. 
Ing techniques to working in co-
a spinster, now old and longing operative kindergartens. 
for "a man-even an old man.•' 
During their training, all the · 
The three ladies, .played by Volunteers studied Arabic and 
Marie Geist, Nancy Zala, and Moroccan culture and customs. 
Fern Sloan, are perfect types: The male Volunteers studied a wide 
their other-worldliness played to range of agricultural techniques as 
a perfect and achingly real lone- well as forestry, surveying and 
liness. Diane Danzi is the sharp-
architecture, while the women Vol-
tongued Natasha. unteers specialized in health, audio-
Just the right combination of visual equipment and teaching 
dry wit and bumbling Innocence aids, poultry-raising, handicrafts, 
is evoked by Albert Ottenhelmer games, drama and teaching in 
as the aging Dr. Chebutykln. Da- Head-Start programs. (Their Ad-
vid Palmer as Lt. Tusenbach is dress: c/o Peace Corps Director, 
an actor clearly outstanding even American Embassy, Rabat, Mor· 
for the high caliber of the resident occo ). 
actors or Edgecliff. 
Hermes was student body presi-
dent In 1966-67 and Host of the 
Xavier literary fraternity, Mermaid 
. Tavern, the same year. 
As Commodore, Greg shall pre-
side at all meetings of the Executive 
Board of the MCSA which areheld 
several times a year at chosen 
schools in the Midwest. Along with 
promoting sailing throughout this 
area, he shall also enforce the 
policies and regulations of the 
MCSA. In his position of Commo-
dore, the Xavier junior will also 
act as co - representative or the 
MCSA to the Intercollegiate Yacht-
ing and Racing Association· of 
North America. Each of the seven 
member districts send a commo-
dore and graduate secretary to 
these national conferences. 
~- ... · comp 
• 
New Clef Club director Nott 
Mr. Nott's teaching experience 
has consisted of two· years of vocal 
music imtruction at the college 
level, one year at Monmouth Col-
lege, Monmouth, Dlinois1 and one 
year at Hutinss Collese, Haat-
lJ181, Nebraska. Both · of thele 
po1ltlona were interim l•ve-of-
ab1ence appointmentl in the capa-
dty of Director ofChoralAc:tlvltlel. 
Hil primary lnteie1t ii world• 
with vocal emembles, but he ii 
ai.o qualUled to teach preparetory 
cl&a1e1 in Opera and Opera work-
shops. Mr. Nott, Director of 
Choral Activities at Winol1 Wes-
leyan University, is piesently on a
1 
leave-of-absence in order to attend 
the University of Cindnnati. 
m 
In June, Greg will become Presi-
dent of the ICYRA since the Mid-
west will host the North American 
Intercollegiate Dinghy Champion-
ships next year. At present he is 
working on preparations to host 
the North American's in 1970. . 
At a meeting In New Orleans, 
Louisiana, during the Sugar· Bowl 
Regatta, which was held at the end 
of last year, Greg met with Com-
modores of the six other districts 
of the ICY RA. The purpose of this 
meeting was to discuss Items that 
wlll be on the agenda oftheAnnual 
Meeting of the ICYRA In June, in 
Seattle, Washington. This type of 
meeting enabled the undergraduate 
members of the ICYRA Executive 
Committee to better understand the 
problems confronting the organi-
zation and to strengthen its voice 
at the Annual Meeting. 
Since Greg has been a member 
of Xavier's sailing club, he has 
served as corresponding secretary 
and publicity director. In the 
Spring or 1968, Greg was awarded 
a letter which reflected his success 
as a sailor, and his many hours 
of work in the club's activities. 
During the coming summer 
months, Greg will.be.busy teaching 
sailing at the Cedar Point Yacht 
Club in Westpolnt, Connecticut. He 
hopes to participate in the Newport 
to Bermuda Ra'ce besides doing 
some offshore sailing . 
Mr. Nott has had choral and 
solo experience with the Robert 
Shaw Chorale. He was bass solo-
ist for a total of eight performances 
of the "Messiah" and numerous 
other oratorios in the New York 
area. Other choral experience has 
included professional membership 
with the Choral Arts Society, The 
American Concert Choir, and The 
New York Pro Muslca Antlqua. 
Mr. Nott was guest soloist with the 
wcantata Singers" and guest reci-
talist on the "Noon Day" recital . 
series at Columbia_ University. 
Just talk to the man from General Electric. 
He represents 170 separate GE "companies" that 
deal m· everything from space research to electric 
toothbrushes. And each of these product depart-
ments is autonomous. Each has its own manage-
ment and business objectives. 
As you do, you'll find that you don't neceasarily 
have to spend a lifetime working on the same job 
in the same place. We have operations all over the 
world. Chances are you'll get t.o try your hand. at 
.more than one of them. 
So a job at General Electric offers the kind of 
immediate responsibility, you might expect to find 
only' in a small business. 
Right from the start you get a chance to demon-
strate your initiative and capabilities. And the 
more you show us, the faster you'll move ahead. 
Our interviewer will be on campus soon. If 
you're wondering whether it's possible to find chal· 
lenging work in big buainess, please arrange t.o see 
him. He speaks for 170 "companies." 
GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
. An equal oppartwdty employer 
I 
